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From GMMs to i-vectorsFrom GMMs to i-vectors

State of the art speaker recognition technologyState of the art speaker recognition technology

I-vectors purpose :  Reduce the large-dimensional input data to a small-

dimensional feature vector while retaining most of the relevant information.

      I-vector [1] (i=identity)  was originally inspired by the Joint Factor Analysis 

(JFA) paradigm [2]

[1] Patrick Kenny, Pierre Ouellet, Najim Dehak, Vishwa Gupta, and Pierre Dumouchel, “A study of interspeaker variability in speaker 
verification”, IEEE Transactions on Audio Speech and Language Processing, 2008.

[2] Patrick Kenny, G. Boulianne, P. Ouellet and P. Dumouchel, “Joint factor analysis versus eigenchannels in speaker recognition”, 
IEEE Transactions on Audio Speech and Language Processing, 2007. 4



From GMMs to i-vectorsFrom GMMs to i-vectors

State of the art speaker recognition technologyState of the art speaker recognition technology

      I-vectors were successfully used for speaker diarization [3], speech 

recognition [4], speaker verification [5] and language identification [6].

[3] Javier Franco-Pedroso, Ignacio Lopez-Moreno, Doroteo T. Toledano, and Joaquin Gonzalez- Rodriguez, “Atvs-uam system 
description for the audio segmentation and speaker diarization albayzin 2010 evaluation”, in FALA VI Jornadas en Tecnologa del 
Habla and II Iberian SLTech Workshop, 2010.

[4] Yu Zhang, Jian Xu, Zhi-Jie Yan and Qiang Huo, “An i-vector based approach to training data clustering for improved speech 
recognition”, in INTERSPEECH 2011.

[5] Najim Dehak, Patrick J. Kenny, Reda Dehak, Pierre Dumouchel, and Pierre Ouellet, “Front-end factor analysis for speaker 
verification”, IEEE Transactions on Audio Speech and Language Processing, 2011.

[6] David Martinez, Oldrich Plchot, Lukas Burget, Ondrej Glembek and Pavel Mateˇjka, “Language recognition in ivectors space”, 
INTERSPEECH, 2011. 5



State of the art speaker recognition technologyState of the art speaker recognition technology
The total variability spaceThe total variability space

I-vector extraction : a probabilistic compression process.
It reduces the dimensionality according to a linear-Gaussian model [1].

An utterance super-vector mu of concatenated GMM means is projected in a low 
dimensionality space, named Total Variability space:

mu = m + T.w
    m is the mean super-vector of the GMM-UBM
    T is a low rank matrix named Total Variability matrix
    The components of w are the total factors which represent the coordinates of the utterance in the 
reduced total variability space called i-vector.

[1] Patrick Kenny, Pierre Ouellet, Najim Dehak, Vishwa Gupta, and Pierre Dumouchel, “A study of interspeaker variability in speaker 
verification”, IEEE Transactions on Audio Speech and Language Processing, 2008. 6



State of the art speaker recognition technologyState of the art speaker recognition technology
Two-covariance scoringTwo-covariance scoring

This model is a particular case of the PLDA [7]. It can be seen as a scoring 
method and a convolutive noise compensation technique.
It consists of a simple linear-Gaussian generative model in which an i-vector w of a 
speaker s can be decomposed in:

where the speaker model y s is a vector of the same dimensionality as an i-vector,
 is Gaussian noise and :ε

- B : between-speaker covariance

- W : within-speaker covariance

[7] Prince, S.J., Elder, J.H.: Probabilistic linear discriminant analysis for inferences about identity. In: Computer Vision, 2007. ICCV 
2007. IEEE 11th International Conference on. pp. 1–8. IEEE (2007) 7
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The additive noise problemThe additive noise problem
Additive noiseAdditive noise

What we know : 

Uncorrelated noise is additive in the spectral domain.

What we don't know : 

The noise behavior in the i-vectors space.
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The additive noise problemThe additive noise problem
Dealing with noiseDealing with noise

Speech enhancement techniques

Features compensation (VTS [8], spectral substraction..)

Model compensation (PMC [9],..) 

Score compensation (multi-style training) 

[8] Lei, Y., Burget, L., Scheffer, N.: A noise robust i-vector extractor using vector taylor series for speaker recognition. In: Acoustics, 
Speech and Signal Processing (ICASSP), 2013 IEEE International Conference on. pp. 6788–6791. IEEE, 2013.

[9] Wong, Lit Ping, and Martin Russell. "Text-dependent speaker verification under noisy conditions using parallel model 
combination." Acoustics, Speech, and Signal Processing, 2001. Proceedings.(ICASSP'01). 2001 IEEE International Conference on. 
Vol. 1. IEEE, 2001. 10
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Proposed denoising methodProposed denoising method

Our goalOur goal

Cleaning i-vectors estimated over noisy data (noisy i-vectors)

Using a simple & entensible noise model in the i-vectors space

Using a clean frontend (same i-vectors extraction procedure for all noises)

Using a clean backend (same scoring procedure for all noises)
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Proposed denoising methodProposed denoising method
Model & assumptionsModel & assumptions

Noise model :

Assumptions : {
- Clean i-vectors distr. :

- Noise distribution      :

Noisy i-vectorsNoisy i-vectors

Clean i-vectorsClean i-vectors

The Gaussianity of the clean i-vectors distribution is justified by the factor 
analysis model used to estimate the i-vectors.

14



Proposed denoising methodProposed denoising method
Model & assumptionsModel & assumptions

Clean i-vectors distribution estimation : is noise-independent

 → done once off-line over a large set of i-vectors

Noise distribution estimation :

for a set of clean train files :

(1) Extract the clean i-vectors (X)

(2) Add the test noise to the train files and extract the noisy i-vectors (Y)

(3) Use N=Y-X and estimate the noise distribution f(N)
15



Proposed denoising methodProposed denoising method
I-vectors denoisingI-vectors denoising

Solution :

Problem formulation (MAP):

Clean i-vectorClean i-vector Noisy i-vectorNoisy i-vector
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Proposed denoising methodProposed denoising method
AdvantagesAdvantages

Using a simple noise model in the i-vectors space (extandable to a mixture)

Using prior information on clean i-vectors f(X)

 → Minimizing the risk of distorting useful information

17
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Train & test corporaTrain & test corpora
NIST SRE EvaluationsNIST SRE Evaluations

Train : NIST SRE 2004, 2005, 2006 and Switchboard data 

Test : NIST SRE 2008 male test data

Scoring : "short2/short3" task under the "det7" conditions [8]

(All trials involve only English language telephone speech in training and test)

[8] The NIST year 2008 speaker recognition evaluation plan. 
http://www.itl.nist.gov/iad/mig/tests/sre/2008/sre08_evalplan_release4.pdf (2008) 19



Experimental protocolExperimental protocol

MFCC features (19 Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients + energy + Δ + ΔΔ)

Mean and variance normalization (MVN)

A gender-dependent 512 diagonal component GMM-UBM (male model)

A total variability matrix of low rank 400 (i-vectors dim = 400)

Two-cov scoring

Train & test corporaTrain & test corpora
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ResultsResults

Using clean enrollement and noisy test data :

Crowd noise :Crowd noise :

Air-cooling noise :Air-cooling noise :
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ResultsResults

Using noisy enrollement and test data :

Crowd noise :Crowd noise :

Air-cooling noise :Air-cooling noise :
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ResultsResults

Using noisy enrollement and test data (two noises at once):
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Conclusion & perspectivesConclusion & perspectives

Building a database
of noise distributions {f(Nk)}

Computing a distance / likelihood
between a test noisy i-vector

and a set of noisy distributions

Using the closest one
for compensation

Noise 1Noise 1

Noise 2Noise 2
Noise kNoise k

YY00

Where we are nowWhere we are now
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Using a Gaussian mixture
as a noise distribution model f(N)

Conclusion & perspectivesConclusion & perspectives
Something else to trySomething else to try
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Thanks for your attentionThanks for your attention

Q ?
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